Introduction
In addition to the large and quickly increasing amounts of genomic and protein sequence and structure data, expression data becomes available in electronic form. In order to systematically interpret such expression data, knowledge about actual or potential relationships between the proteins, RNA, and DNA can be very helpful. Knowledge * To whom correspondence should be addressed. about proteins and their relation is provided in a number of metabolic databases containing the biochemical facts acquired over the past decades. Unfortunately, in these databases, regulatory relationships such as inhibition and activation of proteins by other proteins, proteins repressing or activating the transcription of other proteins, and signaling cascades are, by definition, not covered extensively. Until now, no databases exist covering regulatory relationships in a range comparable to metabolic relationships in metabolic databases.
In order to facilitate a system-wide (cell, tissue, organism, species) holistic interpretation of sequence and expression data we compiled the available data of metabolic databases into PETRI nets (Petri, 1962; Reisig, 1982) , graph like structures, which lend themself naturally to representing all kinds of relations and interconnections of distributed interacting entities (substrates, proteins) in a metabolic/regulatory network. In addition, systems for storing, editing, visualizing, analyzing, and simulating PETRI nets are readily available for a broad range of computer platforms (http://www.daimi.au.dk/CPnets/). Also, there is a quite mature theory on PETRI nets developed over the past 30 years, resulting in established definitions and concepts, and methods and algorithms for classifying certain subtypes of nets as well as for demonstrating properties and invariants of specific nets (Drees et al., 1988) .
The PETRI nets derived from metabolic databases can serve several purposes:
• representing the differential content of individual databases,
• comparing genomic and network information,
• representing regulatory relationships derived from functional annotations,
• defining and analyzing paths and pathways, and
• defining a notion of differential metabolic display (DMD) which allows to compare specific systems, c Oxford University Press 2000
i.e. organisms, tissues, or a disease states, with the biochemical knowledge contained the currently available databases (as represented by the unified PETRI net) or for identifying and exhibiting specific differences among two or more systems, i.e. organisms, developmental or disease states (by comparison of the individual PETRI nets).
PETRI nets are particularly well-suited for obtaining an overview of the information contained in metabolic databases in order to investigate whether the coverage, detail and accuracy of the relationships presently known suffices for the massive and holistic interpretation of genomic, proteomic, expression, and DNA chip data as a first step towards target finding. In particular, the method should also be useful for identifying and exhibiting what is missing towards these goals, and to integrate future data in a systematic way.
PETRI nets have been proposed for representing metabolic knowledge (Hofestädt and Thelen, 1998; Reddy et al., 1996) and for simulating the dynamic behavior of reaction networks (Hofestädt and Thelen, 1998) as an alternative to the use of systems based on differential equations (Mendes and Kell, 1998) . It has been demonstrated (Reddy et al., 1996) that PETRI nets and their invariance properties can be applied to model small biological systems. In contrast, the focus of the work described in this paper is not on detailed simulation of metabolic networks based on PETRI nets, but on the exploitation of the knowledge available in current metabolic databases for functional predictions and the interpretation of expression data on the level of complete genomes.
In addition, we use PETRI nets here for the formal discussion of our algorithm for the systematic enumeration of all valid pathways in such metabolic nets according to our notion of closed pathways introduced in the folowing section satisfying additional user defined constraints (see Mavrovouniotis, 1993 , for an alternative approach).
System, methods and results

Sources of pathway information
The main sources of information on metabolic pathways are databases like BRENDA (Schomburg et al., 1990 (Schomburg et al., -1995 , ENZYME (Bairoch, 1999) , EMP , MPW (Selkov et al., 1998) , WIT , EcoCyc (Karp et al., 1999) , HincCyc (Karp et al., 1996) , and KEGG/LENZYME (Ogata et al., 1999) containing textual descriptions of reactions.
Entries of these databases describe one enzymatic function each and are indexed via their EC-number. The system of EC-numbers was developed and maintained by the Nomenclature Committee of the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB) ( IUBMB, 1992 ). An example entry from the KEGG database is shown in Figure 1 . The first three numerals in the EC-number (1.11.1 in the Example) hierarchically define the type of enzymatic function (Oxidoreductases), the fourth numeral increments over different enzymes which catalyze the same class of functions. The NAME and SYSNAME fields contain the name of the enzymes which perform the specified catalytic functions. The following fields REACTION, SUBSTRATE, PRODUCT and COFACTOR specify the enzymatic reaction equations together with substrate, product spectrum, and, possibly, involved cofactors, respectively.
To some extent the databases cover the range of specific organisms which include the specified enzymatic function. This information may be included directly as the name of the organism or via referencing protein coding genes in sequence databases like SWISSPROT. Some databases like BRENDA and EMP provide additional data like kinetic enzyme constants, enzyme inhibitors, cellular localization and many more, which are not exploited in the current state of our system. Some information is available only as free text annotations (e.g. COMMENT in Figure 1 ), which can not easily be parsed and converted into corresponding PETRI nets.
PETRI net construction PETRI nets are special bipartite graphs with an associated semantics (firing rule). Bipartite graphs G = (V 1 , V 2 ; E) are constructed from two disjoint sets of nodes V 1 ∪ V 2 = V , which are connected by edges e ∈ E ⊆ V 1 × V 2 . In PETRI nets the two types of nodes are called places (V 1 = P) and transitions (V 2 = T ) and the edges connect places with transitions and transitions with places. Formally, N = (P, T ; E) is called a PETRI net, if (i) P and T are disjunct sets of places and transitions, respectively, and (
The places can contain so-called markings or tokens and the firing rule of so-called elementary PETRI nets specifies that if all input places contain tokens (and none of the output places) the transition is activated and can fire thereby consuming all input tokens and producing tokens in all its output places. Formally, let a marking or case c be a subset of P, then t ∈ T is activated for case c :
Firing of an activated transition t in case c produces a new case c :
There are a number of generalizations of elementary PETRI nets with place and transition capacities, more general token annotations and transitions with predicates and functions (so-called predicate transition nets or colored PETRI nets). The extended corresponding semantics of such nets can be reduced to and defined via elementary nets by systematic folding processes.
Each database entry (EC number, enzyme, protein, reaction) corresponds in an obvious way to a transition, where the input places correspond to all reactants of the reaction and the output places correspond to its products.
In this paper we describe the compilation of BRENDA (indexed 18-Jan-2000), ENZYME (version 25.0), and KEGG (version 13.0) into individual PETRI nets ( Figure  2 ) and into a unified PETRI net.
To construct a PETRI net from a metabolic database, all entries are considered in turn, and transitions are generated for any reaction found in the entry. This results in a number of (so far disconnected) transitions.
Additional interconnections/edges of the PETRI net are inferred from the database by identifying places via the substrate names, i.e. identical or synonomous names correspond to identical places. These inferences and all comparisons between different databases are based on string matches of the substrate names contained in the reaction equation subsections of the databases with the help of alias lists for the elements.
The key problem here is the unification of the substrate names. For this purpose, we used the LCOMPOUND section of the KEGG database, which contains aliases for about 5000 of the 15 000 substrates covered in the three databases. We augmented the alias list manually by some 700 alias names. In any case, the respective third database has been used to manually resolve inconsistencies found by automatically comparing the other two databases. The compilation process involved the detection of typos and the unification of substrate names using the augmented alias list. Further problems which had to be solved include the removal of comments, references, hints and the elimination of common mistakes e.g. the omission of substrate separation characters (e.g. '+, -, ', etc.) . After evaluating the stochiometry coefficients and pooling identical reaction equations between the databases, the reactions from each enzyme were put into the same orientation and were classified as reversible or irreversible (according to BRENDA and MPW). Note that MPW has been parsed and used in the context of this paper only for defining the directions of reactions.
In our compilation of the three databases into the PETRI net, reactions (and associated EC-numbers) are only included, if a chemical reaction equation is contained in the entry. Free-text descriptions in the REACTION field are not parsed (e.g. 'brings about the chlorination of . . .'). Due to this, the number of entries under consideration (3406 EC numbers) is less than the overall number of entries (3704 EC numbers in ENZYME, Version 25.0). Furthermore, if a reaction is described in more than one EC entry it is counted only once.
The implementation of these steps was done using the computer language Perl which is convenient for parsing the original flatfiles of metabolic databases used here. The resulting reactions and substrates again are stored in flatfile format containing a field for each EC number which consists of different reactions catalyzed by the respective enzyme. The size of this flatfile describing the resulting unified PETRI net is about 1 Mbyte.
Comparison of metabolic databases
The chemical reaction equations of the database entries (Figure 1 ) can be used for two purposes: first, to define transitions of a PETRI net and, second, to define, a network of enzyme-substrate-enzyme interconnections (enzyme-enzyme edges), via matching and identifying the reactants and products of reactions.
PETRI nets for single databases are the basis for a thorough comparison of the content of individual databases. Specifically, difference PETRI nets are defined representing the difference and/or the shared part of several databases. For this purpose, we intersect and substract PETRI nets constructed based on string comparison of unified substrate names in the reaction equations of each EC entry as described above. As the databases have been compiled into PETRI nets, i.e. graphs with well defined sets of nodes and edges, the intersection and substraction of databases reduces to the operations on the corresponding sets. As can be seen from the respective intersection and difference sets (Figure 3) , the main body of reactions (2563), substrates (2969), and edges (67 844) is contained in all three databases, whereas BRENDA provides about three times more additional reactions (8784) and substrates (8953) resulting in 89 460 more enzyme-enzyme edges in the PETRI net. These additional substrates are due to the incorporation of additional example substrates (e.g. glyceraldehyde, where KEGG and ENZYME only supply names for whole substrate families, e.g. an aldehyde) and xenobiotic agents. In the present state of the system, xenobiotic agents are not explicitly distinguished from naturally occurring compounds, but, they could be used for modelling the degradation of agents in a toxicological setting.
The differences between BRENDA and the other two databases almost vanish if we restrict the PETRI net to BRENDAs main reactions, which are comprised in a special section of the database (i.e. the REACT. CATAL. field).
Our comparisons show that the databases contain the same type and-more or less-the same amount of information concerning metabolic pathway relationships (see 'main reactions' in Figure 3 ). This is not too surprising, because-except BRENDA-all of the databases are built upon the data of the IUBMB Enzyme Commission. Note that the set of EC numbers is the same in the three databases and is therefore not shown in Figure 3 .
Coverage of genome sequences by metabolic databases
After eliminating inconsistencies the unified PETRI net represents the relations contained in all of the metabolic databases. This net can be analysed with respect to its coverage of sequence information. By searching sequence databases we address the following questions: for which reactions in which organisms is genomic and/or sequence information available, and, conversely, to which sequences can we assign a detailed function via a specific transition in the PETRI net.
As expected, the current metabolic databases contain only a limited subset of the functionally characterized proteins, especially, there are very few regulatory relationships. The currently covered part of the protein functions used by an organism and encoded in its genome is shown in Figure 4 (comments, subsection CATALYTIC ACTIVITY) for the enzyme reaction equations extracted from the metabolic databases (see PETRI net construction). As shown in Figure 4 the a.m. procedure of searching sequence databases leads to an increase of additional 250 yeast ORFs with associated EC number (dark grey bars). For the other functionally classified yeast ORFs no EC number can be assigned (white bars).
Enrichment by regulatory relationships from sequence and genomic databases
The information in available current databases can be enriched by functional annotations derived from sequence and genome databases. This procedure exploits a type of functional information quite different from the function (i.e. biochemical reactions) stored in metabolic databases ( Figure 5 ) and tries to make them available in a uniform PETRI net setup ( Figure 6 ). We hope to extend the metabolic relationships significantly with regulatory relationships or broader functional specifications. For the use of function predictions for protein sequences, say, drawn from some expression experiment, this should narrow the gap between broad function predictions and the quite detailed knowledge contained in the current databases biased for metabolism, energy, and cellular organization, in order to get a clue of possible causes of certain expression levels in the context of the network knowledge. For example, the Swissprot entry shown in Figure 5 can be exploited to extend the nets derived from metabolic databases by additional regulatory transitions to construct the enriched PETRI net shown in Figure 6 . 
Definitions and constraints of paths and pathways
Our main purpose of compiling PETRI nets from biochemical databases is the systematic generation of paths and pathways in such nets in order to facilitate the analysis of differences between certain environmental states and between different organisms (genomes) on the basis of gene annotations and/or gene expression data. Naive constructs from mathematical graph theory are not immediately usable for encoding complex interrelationships in biochemical networks in a natural way. In contrast, PETRI nets allow for representing and distinguishing between different situations, e.g. a branching reaction from conflicting reactions in pathways, i.e. one reaction producing several products from a set of reactants and several reactions using the same reactants and producing their set of products independently and concurrently (see Figure  7) . PETRI nets and their associated underlying semantics (formalized by the 'firing rule') have specifically been developed and are well-suited for representing these kinds of intricacies and the associated dynamical behavior (firing rule) which define the notion of closed pathway.
Additionally, the firing rule semantics and associated restrictions together with the use of additional userdefined and biologically motivated restrictions enable us to drastically reduce the number of valid pathways containing a user-defined set of reactants and a set of products.
In the following we define the crucial notion of closed pathway as the basic biological unit to be studied in the rest of the paper. For this we introduce some more notation: the input places I (T ) of a set T = {t 1 , . . . , t n } of transitions are all the places which are input of any of the transitions of T , i.e. I (T ) = A path of length n in a PETRI net is a sequence of transitions T = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ) such that an output place of t i coincides with an input place of t i+1 . T is called a path from t 1 to t n . If A is an input place of t 1 and B is an output place of t n we call T AB = T a path from (reactant) A to (product) B.
A set of transitions T is closed with respect to a specific set Q of places, iff E X T (T ) ⊆ Q. A set of transitions T is a minimal closed set w.r.t Q, iff all subsets of T are not closed w.r.t. Q.
For a set of transitions T , e.g. a path T AB from A to B, we define a set of associated valid pathways as the set of minimal closed sets containing T . PETRI nets N are called closed w.r.t. to a set Q of places, iff the set of transitions of N is closed w.r.t. Q.
For the scope of this paper, pathways closed w.r.t. to a set U of ubiquitous substrates containing paths from substrate A to product B are of particular interest. Here, A and B are specific user-defined starting (source) and end points (sink) of paths defining the focus of interest for specific applications. The set U of ubiquitous places represents substrates or proteins, which are supposed to be always available for firing transitions and need not be degraded, or which are not in the current focus of interest.
Closed nets w.r.t. U ∪ {A, B} account for the availability of reactants and take care of the consumption of intermediate products (except for the ubiquitous substrates) on a path T AB from A to B.
Additionally, we introduce notions of length, diameter, area, and width of pathways, to enable the generation and analysis of pathways with specific, pre-defined properties (Figure 8) . The length of a pathway is the length of the longest path from source to sink contained in the pathway, its diameter is defined as the length of its longest path, its area as the overall number of transitions in the pathway, and its width as the size of its maximal AB-cut, i.e. a set of edges, the removal of which separates A from B in the network.
Algorithms
Systematic generation and analysis of paths and pathways
This section gives a sketch of the search and generation algorithms developed by us for paths and pathways of PETRI nets, which, similarly to (Mavrovouniotis, 1993) , enumerates all valid pathways satisfying additional userdefined constraints. 
A to B of length 4 and 5, respectively. The (in this example) unique pathways associated with T 1 AB and T 2 AB are equal (in both cases the subnet indicated by the shaded region, which indicates the boundary to the area of ubiquitous substrates).
The input for the pathway generation procedure is a PETRI net N = (P, T ; E) together with two nodes, say substrates source A ∈ P and sink B ∈ P, and a set of user-defined constraints on the length n, the diameter d, the area a and the width w, and similar characteristics of pathways. In addition, we allow for user-defined labels as used by Mavrovouniotis (Mavrovouniotis, 1993) of both transitions t and places p for being excluded (e), mandatory (m) or allowed (a) for valid pathways, i.e. p c , t c ∈ {e, m, a} . The output is the set of all pathways containing a path from A to B satisfying all constraints.
In the following, paths and partial pathways pw are represented as sequences of transitions, pw = t 1 , . . . , t k . The case c pw associated with pw is defined as the set of places, which are marked by firing all the transitions t 1 , . . . , t k of pw consecutively, starting from initial case {A} ∪ U , i.e. places {A} ∪ U contain tokens. The search process is subdivided into two phases: the first phase restricts the PETRI net to the subnet of all transitions which can possibly be part of valid pathways according to the restrictions from the user-defined labels and the length and diameter constraints.
The second phase constructs individual paths from the restricted subnet, which satisfy the additional constraints specified in the query. The objective is to remove as many transitions from the net as possible before starting the enumeration of the individual paths.
Phase 1 first simply deletes places and transitions labeled as excluded ( p c = e, t c = e) are from the PETRI net. Additional restrictions of the net are performed in an iterative procedure of several marking and deletion steps until no further transitions can be deleted.
Subnet labeling and restriction:
• Mandatory transitions. A marking procedure starting from each of the mandatory places/transitions ( p c = m, t c = m) marks all transitions that are reachable within the constraints and removes all others.
• Forward length. A marking procedure starting from source A determines for each transition t a lower bound t f of transitions to be fired starting from case A in order to enable t.
• Backward length. Another marking procedure determines for each transition t a lower bound t b on the number of transitions to be fired in order to mark place B.
• Forward from U . A marking procedure starting from the set of ubiquitous substrates U determines for each transition t a lower bound t U f on the number of transitions to be fired starting from case {A} ∪ U in order to enable t.
• Forward to U . Similarly, for each transition t a lower bound t U b on the number of transitions to reach a case c ⊆ {B} ∪ U from the set of input places of t (the case I (t)).
• Restriction of the net. Remove all transitions t from T , which according to the lower bounds computed in the previous steps cannot be part of valid pathways satisfying the constraints on length and diameter. The constraints are violated for a transition t if t cannot be on a path of length at most n from source to sink, and if it cannot be either on a path from source to U or from U to sink within the allowed limits on the diameter.
Since transitions are removed from the net, the labeling determined in the previous steps (t b , t f , t U b , t U b ), i.e. the lower bound on the number of steps required for the respective conditions, can be improved. This is due to the fact that the removal of transitions can also disable minimal paths enabling certain transitions. Therefore, the steps have to be iterated, thereby increasing the lower bounds in the subsequent labeling steps until the set of transitions within the restricted PETRI net reaches a fixpoint.
The second phase, based on the restricted subnet, enumerates all pathways satisfying the user-defined constraints (e.g. length, width, diameter, area, etc. of pathways) via a branch&bound algorithm.
The algorithm handles a set PW of candidates pw for pathways containing a path from A to B. Each pathway is represented as a sequence of transitions. Initially, PW contains the empty path ∅ with its case c ∅ = {A}. Recursively, a candidate pathway pw is selected from PW , the set of feasible basic operations (see below) FO pw for pw is determined, and a new set of extended paths { pw | pw = fo( pw), fo ∈ FO} is inserted into PW . A valid result pathway pw is found if case pw ⊆ {B}∪U and the sink node B is marked. Valid pathways are stored and removed from PW . This process is repeated until PW is empty.
The branching step is, of course, determined by the a.m. set of feasible basic operations for a selected pathway pw, leading to a set of new partial pathways extending pw.
The bounding step amounts to the test for feasibility of the basic operations in a specific case. Here, the labels computed in phase 1 are used to check the specified constraints for the extended pathway in question. If any of the constraints cannot be satisfied according to the already consumed ressource on the actual pathway and according to the current lower bounds, the partial pathway is deleted from PW .
This search eventually constructs all paths from source to sink. The enumeration also has to take into account the two types of situations in PETRI nets ( Figure 7 ): for branching reactions at least one path has to lead to the sink within the given constraints and all other paths have to be closed with respect to the former path (note that in this case several alternatives could result in different valid pathways, all of which are valid solutions). For conflicts any path could result in a valid pathway solution (independent of conflicting paths).
The set of feasible basic operations follows from the definition of pathways as closed paths: the educts have to be generated from {A} ∪ U and the products have to be converted into {B} ∪ U or they must be consumed on the path. In order to do so, additional substrates may be necessary to reach a marking of the sink B. These additional substrates are represented as anti-tokens, which have to be produced from {A} ∪ U or, equivalently, have to be converted into {A} ∪ U via a sequence of transitions fired in the reverse direction towards U . In other words, we allow firing a transition which is not enabled, thereby taking the obligation to guarantee the enabling of the transition via the conversion of necessary anti-tokens into U . The required transitions to produce the additional tokens (or, reversely, to get rid of the anti-tokens) have to be included in the respective closed path. Figure 9 shows examples for the basic operations used in the algorithm together with their PETRI net semantics. Fire is the conventional PETRI net firing rule, Rev Fire fires a transition in the reverse direction given that output places of the original transition are marked by antitokens. In addition, we use non-enabled generalizations of the firing rule Fire and Rev Fire, which allow to take tokens/anti-tokens on credit in order to fire a transition in the forward or backward direction.
In general, the basic operations are instances of two types of firing rules: Fire* decreases the number of tokens on each the input places and increases the number of tokens for each of the output places, irrespective of the number of tokens on the input and output places and taking tokens on credit as needed. Rev Fire*, conversely, decreases the number of tokens on all of the output places and increases the respective number for the input places, again irrespective of the number of actual tokens. Of course, in order to generate minimal pathways in the generation algorithm, instances of Fire* and Rev Fire* are only applied to extend partial nets if at least one token or anti-token is available, which has to be dealt with.
Results and discussion
Exhaustive enumeration of glycolysis pathways
Usually, textbooks show simplified and clean pictures of metabolic pathways (see Figure 11) .
We have applied our enumeration algorithm to the paths and pathways of the glycolysis, i.e. for enumerating all valid pathways starting with source glucose and ending at sink pyruvate. The following results were enumerated based on the unified PETRI net (see PETRI net . The general layout of the glycolysis as described in standard biochemical textbooks implemented with PETRI nets using the CPN software system. construction). In sharp contrast to the textbook view, given the connectivity of the metabolic databases, the number of potential, unrestricted paths connecting two proteins or metabolites in the network, appears to be very large (some 500 000 paths for paths of length at most nine from glucose to pyruvate, not shown). This prohibits the systematic analysis of all potential paths. The application of the PETRI net firing rule in our generation algorithm reduces the number of paths to (still) about 80 000 paths involving some 800 enzymes (not shown). Exploiting additional pathway constraints (restricting the cut-width to 2 and 1) results in 541 (Figure 12 , lower part) and 170 ( Figure 12 , upper part) pathways, respectively. Note that Figure 12 summarily displays all the 541/170 pathways at once by projecting them onto the metabolic PETRI net. In the current state of our system these algorithms are implemented in Perl. On a Unix workstation (Sun Ultra 10) phase 2 of the algorithm needed about 10 min CPU time for a cut-width set to 1 and about 2 h for cut-width set to 2 in order to compute the set of pathways shown in Figure 12 , lower and upper part, respectively. The time needed for phase 1 is neglectible (less than 1 min).
Differential metabolic display
On the basis of such restricted pathways we can systematically compare different networks, i.e. different developmental or disease states of different organisms. For this purpose so-called DMDs are introduced: A metabolic display (MD) (e.g. Figure 12 ) is a PETRI net, which exhibits in a compact (though redundant) way the space of all pathways between given source and sink in a network compatible with a set of constraints. A DMD, again, is Fig. 12 . Pathways of the glycolysis as computed from the unified PETRI net derived for the metabolic databases KEGG, ENZYME, and BRENDA containing all pathways with with a maximum width of 1 (upper part) and 2 (lower part), respectively. The width has to be at least 2 in order to include the textbook-glycolysis (thick lines) in the set of valid pathways.
a PETRI Net which represents and displays differences between two or more MDs of distinct biological states.
MDs are used to represent the result set of the pathway generation algorithm via employing the same notion and formalism used for the underlying biochemical networks.
To be specific, a node or edge is included in a metabolic display, if and only if the node or edge is part of a closed pathway produced as a result of our algorithm. Therefore, it contains all nodes and edges which are part of valid pathways, but individual pathways can not necessarily be distinguished in a DMD. Its main purpose is to give an overview of the space of valid pathways. Once metabolic displays have been produced for certain states, i.e. the set of valid pathway solutions have been computed, those states can be compared on the level of the associated valid pathways. This, similarly to the comparison of database content above, can be done by comparing the respective individual metabolic displays or by restricting a universal metabolic display to the respective states. In any case, the intersection and substraction of metabolic displays, can easily be realized via the intersection or substraction of the respective node and edge sets of the accompanying PETRI nets. The result of such a comparison of MDs is a DMD. The sequence of steps for comparing distinct biological states on the basis of valid pathways is as follows: first, compute the set of valid pathways from the unified biochemical network via the pathway generation algorithm; then, represent the set of pathways as a metabolic display by including nodes and edges if they are contained in any of the pathways; third, restrict the metabolic display according to the constraints describing the biological states to be compared, e.g. produce individual metabolic displays for two tissue types or two organisms; and, finally, compare the specific systems on the basis of their respective metabolic displays, e.g. by determining intersection and difference sets of interest for the different systems from the respective MD PETRI nets resulting in a DMD.
Note, that alternative procedures of computing DMDs could be envisioned by first selecting specific metabolic networks before applying the pathway generation algorithm to produce individual (smaller) sets of valid pathways and the corresponding metabolic displays which, afterwards, are compared to produce a DMD.
The result of such a comparison (a DMD) is represented as a PETRI net containing pathways, colored according to the above system-specific sets (see Figure 12 ) to simultaneously exhibit shared, missing, and specific pathways for each system under consideration. In Figure 13 this is done by first coloring all nodes and edges of pathways computed from the unified network in grey, before coloring the individual metabolic displays in different colors and finally coloring the intersections of the MDs in respective colors. In the figure included here, the colors are coded as different line styles. DMDs allow to display significant differences, to identify gaps in specific pathways, and to enable the interpretation of expression data by making predictions for proteins of unknown function and to propose the existence and/or absence of specific proteins or protein functions in certain systems. Nets restricted to specific genomes (see Figures 12 and 13) , after having mapped the sequence data (this results in a restriction of the unified PETRI net to the mappable part), can be used to find and exhibit detours and gaps in organism-specific metabolic pathways and to propose protein functions to be searched for in genomic data to complete apparently disrupted pathways. As an example, we take the network of the current metabolic databases restricted to the EC numbers which could be mapped onto sequence information according to the sequence and genome databases. From the metabolic display computed from this restricted network, we extract the MDs for the yeast and Mycoplasma genitalium (MG) genomes. We find 541 pathways with 225 reactions. Out of these, we could assign sequence information to enzymes for 185 of the 225 reactions. The light grey lines indicate all edges contained in the remaining 140 pathways consisting of enzymes with known sequences represented in the current sequence databases. This display exhibits pathways differences between the two genomes: the thick edges indicate reactions which in both organisms (MG and yeast) are contained in valid pathways, thin black reactions are found only in yeast pathways, but not in MG pathways.
Similarly, other biological states could, e.g. using tissuespecific expression measurements with DNA-chip experiments, be compared and the differences be visualized with DMDs, analogous to the comparison of pathways of different organisms as shown above.
Conclusion and future work
The study of networks of simple textbook models like the glycolysis shows how complex the connectivity in biological networks presumably is. In this work, we provide a framework to study metabolism and regulation on a global, genome-wide level. For this we proposed an alternative approach to the generation of closed pathways to the one used in Mavrovouniotis (1993) .
A comprehensive analysis of the algorithm's performance is not that straightforward as it not only depends on the size of the underlying net, but also on quite some parameters tightly intertwined with the structure of the network. Although we did not yet come up with formal worst-case bounds on its complexity, the algorithm is able to generate the pathways sets for real data (i.e. networks as complete as is possible from publicly available data and current knowledge) to provide a complete overview of possible pathways. An advantage of our algorithm to the one used in Mavrovouniotis (1993) is the additional pathway firing phase (first phase) which, in linear time, restricts the input net considerably in order to speed up the much more involved and time-consuming enumeration phase (second phase). Because both algorithms do a complete enumeration of the pathway space completeness is guaranteed for both approaches.
In contrast to existing displays which are static and manually designed (e.g. KEGG or PathDB http://www.ncgr.org/software/pathdb/) we proposed so-called differential metabolic displays (DMDs) to define, search and display structures for pathways. The major difference of our system to others is our notion of pathways as closed paths with certain additional constraints, which make our algorithm more involved than finding compound or protein instances in sets of predefined biochemical networks and, also, than generating pathes in networks of certain maximal lengths. In a DMD, only pathways are displayed, when completely present in that organism, tissue or state.
In the future we will pursue two strategies: from annotated sequence databases it is possible to extract many more enzymatic or regulatory reactions not yet contained in metabolic databases as an EC number has not yet been assigned by the Nomenclature Committee of the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB). This should complement the metabolic information in the current databases to get a more complete coverage of the functions coded in a genome and should allow to make better use of networks in holistic function predictions.
The second strategy is to use the set of possible pathways as generated with our methods to judge whether certain pathways are indeed realized in certain states of biological systems. In contrast to other work, e.g. of Mittenthal (Mittenthal et al., 1998) , we propose not to judge this based on the structure of the networks alone, but to employ additional experimental expression measurements. The set of pathways can be used to define a ranking of the set of possible pathways such that the most plausible pathways receive top scores discriminating them from non-realized pathways as we have shown in Zien et al. (2000) .
Furthermore, we envision a theory/calculus which allows to compute conditional probabilities of pathways given the known metabolic/regulatory relationships and given the data from (a set of) expression experiment(s) using a bayesian inference framework.
